Z E N

ZEN R ANGE FR OM COFFETEK

Contempo r a ry design
Co mpact footpr int
In Touch Patented Technology
LED Lit cup a r ea
Co ffee Shop Dr ink R a nge
I-Detect G ua r a nteed Ven d System
Ex tr a ‘shot ’ facilit y

Coffetek has more than 30 years experience in the design and manufacture
of beverage dispense systems. Our products have been successfully exported
throughout Europe and as far afield as the Far East and Australasia. In the UK we have
built an enviable reputation for equipment simplicity and reliability achieved through
exploiting our experience in product design and innovation. Coffetek is a member
of the Azkoyen Group of companies, with origins dating back to 1945 Azkoyen
specialise in the design and manufacture of a complete range of merchandising
systems. With this combined expertise & resource we are able to offer one of the most
comprehensive refreshment solutions in the world.

ZEN

Why Select Coffetek?

Zen from Coffetek brings you a full range of coffee shop style drinks in
a compact 480 x 590mm footprint. Finished in stunning ebony gloss
Zen will compliment any environment.
Available in two configurations – single fresh brew tea or espresso
with leaf tea, Zen provides a complete range of high quality beverages.
Whether you want the true taste of espresso, a relaxing moment with
your coffee shop favourite, freshly brewed leaf tea or something a little
more indulgent, Zen has it all to offer.
Want that extra kick? Select the extra shot button to enhance your
drink even further.
Zen has a fully automatic cup dispense system offering various cup
sizes, even 12oz take away cups.

In-Touch User
Interface
Incorporating patented technology
the selection system on the Zen range
provides a simple icon driven user
interface, making it simple to select the
required drink - touch & go.

Zen Environmental Benefits
Zen from Coffetek features an advanced economy feature, saving
up to 35% in energy consumption; during periods of inactivity the
water boiler runs at a lower temperature to conserve electricity.
It is also possible to set a complete shut down for a given time
period.

• Cup sensor allows use of own cup reducing plastic and
paper cup usage
More efficient

• LED Lighting
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• Paperless brewing system, no paper waste
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New Palma +

GREEN Credentials
• A+ Energy rated

Specification

Espresso

Fresh Bean to Cup Coffee



Fresh Leaf Tea



SFBT

Espresso

SFBT

Caffe Latte - Instant





Caffe Latte - Beans

Instant Coffee



Caffe Mocha - Instant

Cappuccino - Instant



Caffe Mocha - Beans



Chocolate





Chocomilk





Hot Water





Cappuccino - Beans



Espresso - Instant



Espresso - Beans






Dimensions
Model

Zen Espresso

Zen SFBT

Base Cabinet

Height (mm)

780

780

855

Depth (mm)

590

590

590

Width (mm)

480

480

480

Weight (Kg)

60

60

20

Electrical
Water

Voltage - 230Vac, 13A Single Phase · Frequency - 50Hz
Pressure - min .1 MPa (1 Bar) max, .8 MPa (8 Bar) · Supply - 15mm mains supply from rising main terminating in stop cock · Filtration - Industry standard - taste, odour & scale
reduction

Capacity
Cups

up to 300

Other
Payment system

MDB - industry standard cash & cashless systems, Euro ready. Coffetek recommend and supply the Coges range of payment solutions**

**Cost Option
Coffee Beans

Canister Capacities
Zen Espresso

Instant Coffee

Capacity(g)

Cups

1900

235

Zen SFBT

Leaf Tea

Milk Powder

Capacity(g)

Cups

Capacity(g)

300

150

1100

275

800

500

1100

550

1100

275

Milk Granules

Chocolate

Cups

Capacity(g)

Cups

Sugar

Capacity(g)

Cups

Capacity(g)

Cups

Capacity(g)

Cups

Zen Espresso

800

200

1500

75

2100

350

Zen SFBT

800

200

1500

75

2600

430

Coffetek recommend and
supply the Brita range of
water filters

Coffetek, Unit 1 & 2, Portishead Business Park, Old Mill Road, Portishead, Bristol BS20 7BX, England.
Tel: +44 (0)870 224 5316 Fax: +44 (0)870 224 5317 E-mail: sales@coffetek.co.uk Web: www.coffetek.co.uk
Coffetek pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of its
products. The right is therefore reserved to vary specifications without notice. Colour
reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of the printing process.

This equipment complies and is marked in accordance with the
legislative requirements of the European Community.

